as-life images of poverty, vice, and the destitute that introduced a new dimension to the exhibition space. In conjunction with narratives that, according to the Brooklyn Eagle (30 April 1895), combined "knowledge and imagination surcharged with feeling," Riis's photographic images, drawn from his personal archive, created a spatial dimension in which allegory and reality merged.8 This virtual world was allegorical for the double narrative it provided: while it offered a literal presentation of tenement life, ajournalistic report featuring stark images, demographic analysis, and statistical facts, it also possessed an alternative narrative embedded within a tradition of Christian hermeneutics, and invoked by such themes as awakening, atonement, redemption, nativity, and hell's harrowing. Additionally, viewingauditors familiar with homiletic practice recognized and developed the parallels between the tenement life depicted in the lantern lectures and Riis's repeated allusions to biblical parables or the popular Christian allegories of Dante, Edmund Spenser, John Bunyan, andJohn Milton, among others.9 In this allegorical space, Riis engaged audiences in the virtual immediacy of temporal experiences with spiritual consequences. He directed them along prescribed paths, through confining corridors, windowless rooms, crowded dives, and refuse-strewn streets. Introducing sights and sounds of suffering, he also evoked the fetid stench of tenement environs, intoxicating fumes that enervated mental and physical health. While literal, the landscape was also metaphysical: its contagion the cause of moral decay, its baffling contours the snares encumbering the spiritual journey, and its suffering denizens lost members of Christ's fold. For those stuck in the literal, Riis rhetorically prodded the slippage between the literal and allegorical: as he narrated his audience's descent down steep stairs into damp, verminous cellars, among families crowded into single rooms, he announced in the immediacy of the first-person plural, "we've descended into the underworld."
In taking up the particular strategies by which Riis engaged audiences in the reality of urban poverty, I propose an alternative genealogy for the formal and thematic conventions that have come to define literary realism and its generic offshoot, naturalism. Recent critics tend to view realism in the 1890s as an urban style focused less on mimetic representation than on a close-up perspective (primarily the narrator's) that, though experimental, remained deeply committed to the empiricism and immediacy of personal experience."' These critics have further defined literary realism against the pervasive conventions of sentimentalism. In his study of Stephen Crane, for instance, Alan Trachtenberg qualifies the realism of Crane's urban tales in contrast to Riis's sentimental strategies, which, in his view, were largely "devices to preserve distance-devices of picturesque perspective or sentimental plot that protected the reader from the danger of a true exchange of point of view with the 'other half' " (American Realism, 144). Such devices, I argue, produce distance from a modern perspective, according to an increasingly secular and skeptical epistemology. Because it overlooks a religious tradition grounded not in a sense-based psychology, but in an idealist epistemology that still credited the fac-ulties of intuition, empathy, instinct, and revelation, Trachtenberg's representative criticism is a historical retrojection of a modern epistemological hegemony onto a past in which the struggle between idealism and "realism" still evenly galvanized ideological partisanship over the nature of reality in religion, psychology, philosophy, and science. Taking metaphysical capacities (what Josiah Royce called "apperception" and "insight") for granted, Christian Socialists defied the limits to perception as understood within Cartesian dualism and the Lockean legacy of scientific empiricism and, thus, defied the existentialism toward which the "sociological" works of Crane, Jack London, and Frank Norris tended. While literary realism anatomized the experience of reality-what Royce, referring to the naturalists, called the "pretended literary wisdom ... that patiently and lucratively prowls amidst ghastly facts, not for the sake of... real truth, but merely for the sake of emphasizing its own weakminded bewilderment"-Social Gospel advocates focused on the reality of experience."l Naturalist's definition of realism, for instance, assumed that reality exists apart from experience-at least a single individual's experience-such that the authenticity and accuracy of an individual's perception must be evaluated in relation to a body of perceiving individuals (narrator, author, or reader), or measured against an implied omniscience. By contrast, anchored in a post-Reformation emphasis on individual volition and spiritual self-evaluation, religious adherents of homiletics assumed personal experience to be the measure of reality. Seen from this perspective, Riis's "realism" requires modern critics to reassess the values that underlie conventional definitions of realism: the disdain for spiritual faith and teleological worldviews, cynicism toward Progressive Era faith in social intervention, and a "scientific" determinism that naturalizes social constructivism as ontological certainty. I argue that the aesthetic innovations of literary realism emerged not only from a cosmopolitan embrace of scientific empiricism but also from a home-grown, indeed parochial, sentimental tradition of Protestant homiletics.
Riis's audience brought to the virtual-tour narrative specific Protestant strategies for engaging visual, oral, and literary texts-a particular way of seeing and narrating social reality-that I call an "aesthetics of immediacy." Three components define this Protestant homiletic aesthetic. First, homiletic texts employed allegorical frames to create social environments immediately present to viewing auditors in which individuals imagined possibilities for personal intervention. Readers of homiletic narrative understood Riis's stories of Tony and others not to be just tales particular to a time and place but representative of universal experiencesreligious metanarratives and biblical typologies-with realities and consequences both within and outside historical time. Homiletic allegories transformed individuals into communities of action expected to engage with religious material as experiential templates or moral scripts for their own lives. As Tony's plight came to represent the plight of suffering children, the audience's feelings of sympathy and outrage evoked by his misery came to encompass larger questions about social despair and 130 REPRESENTATIONS want, and moral standards for social intervention. Through Tony's story, audiences began to wrestle with the tragedy of alcoholism, starvation, pathogenic infection, the oppression of Gilded Age capital, the despair of sweatshop labor, and the horrors of tenement life. Second, homiletic texts denied readers the role of passive onlooker, presenting instead a virtual reality that demanded their narrative participation and volition in moral choices. These texts required the viewing-auditor to identify with the subjects, to engage in a dialogue about not only his or her decisions and choices but also their implications for personal experience and social obligation. Riis presented photographs in his virtual-tour narratives not as illustrations of social reality to be taken at face value, but as religious tableaux for audiences that yet believed in representation as a kind of second sight, an unmediated access to the divine. Progressive Era audiences saw the plight of the urban poor only as it became personal through virtual representation: experience, as both Ralph Waldo Emerson and Dewey defined it, that transformed knowledge into action. The tableaux of urban despair Riis staged were the shadows cast by the union of allegory and new visual technologies, to which only the sympathetic identification of middle-class Christians could lend substance. In this act of identification, the cleavages between audiences' lives and the blighted tenement landscapes gave way to what Lauren Berlant, in a secular context, calls "pain alliances" in which one person accepts another's suffering as their own.12 In the projected images of Tony and his world, for instance, the suffering of photographic ghosts was taken on by the feeling flesh of middleclass spectators. Constructing his virtual-tour narratives around images of widowed mothers, dying fathers, homeless children, and the like, Riis elicited his viewers' emotions in a manner unavailable to the more rational, disenchanted political texts of Progressive Era reform. In exposing such personal, familial, and emotionally saturated imagery, Riis transformed his audience's most intimate feelings into a ritualized expression of community demanding the deeply personalized intervention he referred to as reform by "vital touch."'3
In no instance did Riis press his audience to greater participation in the experiences of tenement life than in his effort to promote their identification with Tony's and others' suffering. Identification with personal tragedy had become central to the Social Gospel's strategy for reinvigorating Pauline scripture in Protestant life. How could they do this except as they became a part of it, as nearly as one man can become a part of another's misery? Where was the suffering to come in, unless there was an actual self-denial apparent to themselves ... unless it took this concrete, actual, personal form of trying to share the deepest suffering and sin of the city?" 14 Mainstays of Social Gospel literature, Sheldon's novels illustrate the injunction that the faithful become Christlike by becoming a "living sacrifice" for the social world, the homiletic catechism of muscular Christianity's interventionist creed. Pauline theology not only made suffering the mechanism of identification, the epistemological bridge between subject and object made "concrete," "actual," and "personal" in the visceral experience of another's pain, but it also underscored the stakes between worldly and spiritual priorities by contrasting the insignificance of the individual's historical localization with the universal and eternal significance of Christ's sacrifice on the cross. By then collapsing this difference, homiletic allegory helped Christians cultivate a double vision that allowed them to perceive themselves forever in a transhistorical present, or eschatalogical time, bearing the cross with their suffering Savior.15 Christian Socialists came to see ghetto existence as an allegory of the larger Manichean struggle between good and evil. Far from reducing the poor to abstractions in a moral lesson, diminishing their dignity, or denying their misery, this view made the measure of humanity more than the sum of its materiality-its perishable body and limbs. Imperiled bodies bespoke imperiled souls, a condition exacting the highest price of all: eternal death. In the service of second sight, homiletic instruction attacked the middle class's abject fetishizationits captivation with filth, disease, poverty, and the external markers of othernessto promote instead sympathy and engagement with material instances of suffering.
The cultivation of this double vision became the third component in the homiletic aesthetics of immediacy. Homiletic narratives drew on readers' sentimental perceptions to invoke a spiritual world, affording those who engaged the narratives with a glimpse of their part in God's design. Protestant readers in this tradition brought to and took from the texts they encountered visions of a spiritual world through second sight. This double vision fostered a weak sense of anachronism, demanding that disciples recognize, if not achieve, an Archimedean perspective outside their historical localization-to see both history and its causality as shadow shows in a cave whose debasement of eternal realities required an epistemological reorientation and a renewed faith in humanity to correct. The earliest homiletic frames reveal the tie between double vision and spiritual growth, even as they alert us to the iconographic conventions at play in Riis's atavistic use of photography. Such a vision motivated medieval art patrons to have their likenesses inserted into the sacred scenes illuminating their psalters, and informs the Protestant practice of including deceased loved ones in family portraits, or still later, the practice of daguerreotyping lifeless children in their parents' arms-acts symbolizing the family's triumph over death at the end of time. Resurrection ultimately became synony-
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REPRESENTATIONS mous with reunion, a homiletic precept that predisposed Riis's audiences to see the eternal nature of the social emblematized in his photography. 16 Infused with the aesthetics of immediacy, homiletic narratives immersed audiences into the contemporary world's social concerns, declaring that challenges of their world corresponded with those of the spiritual realm. Social Gospel homiletics demanded that the religiously committed draw on their spiritual vision-their second sight-to address human need. Riis's inclusion of new visual technologies enriched the core structure of homiletic pedagogy by literally adding sight to the tools used to cultivate spiritual vision. With photographs of dark interiors, saloons, street scenes located in or near the infamous Five-Points district, and haunting family portraits, Riis drew his audience into Tony's world. They witnessed his struggle against poverty, hunger, sickness, freezing winters, and violence at the hands of hobos, Tammany Hall policemen, and profiteers. They followed him into beer dives where "inhuman brutes" tempted him to drink and "kicked and cuffed" him, passed into narrow airshafts where he played with other "street Arabs," and toured rat-infested rooms filled with the "fumes of death," the noxious air to which reformers attributed high mortality rates. The virtual tour Riis provided was an exploration not simply of tenement conditions in the material world but also of the allegorical perils that impeded the poor's progress toward salvation. As they followed Tony through his daily trials, audiences experienced through the tableaux of narrative and image, not the stations along the winding path to Calvary, but those along the broad way to destruction. Using photographs to chronicle Tony's childhood struggle, Riis would conclude by describing how he died suddenly by violence, wasted away body and soul from alcoholism, or lingered on the edge of death for days before succumbing to consumption, typhus, scarlet fever, or cholera. On rare occasions, much to audiences' delight, Tony would rise in Algeresque triumph from a youth of indigence and crime to the status of "redeemed citizen." 17 When located within the multimedia format of the Social Gospel homiletic, Riis's virtual tours become more complex and dynamic than scholarship has generally suggested. Because he employed racial taxonomies rooted in turn-of-thecentury ethnography, and his photography seems to reflect the objectification that comprised middle-class identity formation, for instance, many scholars have treated his work solely as sociological expose. They have typically situated Riis within secular reform, largely analyzing his photographs in How the Other HalfLives as prurient exercises that rendered tenement life as exotic spectacle.'8 Such interpretations, however, shear Riis's book from the rich web of extratextual meaning that linked it to the more ephemeral pedagogy of his stereopticon lectures. Disengaged from the homiletic context and religious reform, Riis's images become open registers of sentimentality, icons of alien suffering, and ripe sources of class identification vulnerable to misinterpretation.
Departing from critical consensus, I read How the Other HaflLives in the context of homiletic technologies of sentiment and a particular religious vision of social Cultivating Spiritual Sightactivism. In demonstrating how Riis's images drew upon a specific Protestant tradition of aesthetics and, in particular, how they modernized a homiletic practice honed by Henry Ward Beecher, we can gain valuable insight into how Protestant reformers galvanized humanist ideals to bridge fears and facts of social difference for their audiences. Riis's virtual-tour narratives helped viewers surmount fears of tenement districts by disrupting their middle-class habit of viewing poverty as the result of either biology or moral stigma rather than environment. As he guided them to organize the indistinct features of poverty and depravity into systematic categories understandable through cause-and-effect and ripe for social analysis, his audience began to see individuals like Tony as sojourners in the faith and as members of the national family and broader humanity. In modernizing homiletic instruction, Riis intended to bridge the epistemological and geographical gaps that separated middle-class reformers from the individuals they sought to know and help.'9 His virtual tour became muscular Christianity's most technologically advanced reconnaissance into previously frightening corridors, and the analysis em- By the nineteenth century, the architectural frame that had once provided a deep structure for memory systems had come to lighter service. While older mnemonic systems required memory repetition and elaborate spatial organization, its structural descendent provided a simpler allegorical scaffolding for moral hierarchy, a spatially oriented catechism. Beecher, for instance, anchors a moral hierarchy in each "ward" of the house (or city), giving a vertical dimension to the narrative structure that resembles Dante's descending spiral through the fixed circles of morality. Touring listeners through "the house of licentiousness," he warns that because sin initiates moral decline, the Strange Woman's "house is the way to hell, going down to the chambers of death," disease, and destitution (199). His repetition of the phrase a "metropolis of base stories" puns on "story": in an idiom familiar to his audience, the word signifies each ward's narrative and the house's vertical dimension.33 Among an audience familiar with homiletic practices, it was descriptive shorthand for an allegorical structure.
Riis's How the Other Hal/Lives closely parallels Beecher's virtual-tour narrative and his own lantern-slide tours in its transposition of the audience into an allegorical frame. Riis invites his audience to join him on a tour of the tenement slum. While Abbott cautioned against allowing too much unregulated freedom by "making every pupil an independent investigator and discoverer" (305), he nonetheless advocated an immediacy in which the student followed a "natural track"-a predesigned and guided, interactive course-in order to discover and sort a range of information. While received wisdom disembodied information, creating abstractions that severed knowledge from activity, the homiletic revealed knowledge to be the byproduct of action.38 Process rather than knowledge was the objective of homiletic pedagogy. If, for Abbott, received knowledge was the fish that fed the hungry for a day, the homiletic process taught the hungry to fish that they might eat for life. Beecher's sermon demonstrates the house's heuristic function as an allegory of the categories of sin, a technology for imposing order upon chaos. Having conceptualized the moral pitfalls awaiting them, young Christians could safely navigate what for Beecher had become a more dangerous landscape than the allegorical bogs, fens, sloughs, and snares that threatened the spiritual progress of Bunyan's seventeenth-century pilgrim. Freighted with moral meaning, Beecher's "wards" form a blueprint of the evils that result in a Christian's demise. Each room's interior becomes a microallegory of the sin contained within the allegory's larger frame. In the ward associated with the sin of inebriation, for instance, the walls "ooze" blood, a symptom of the stomach ulcers from which alcoholics were believed to suffer, and the "bloody expectorant" that these ulcers occasioned. The ward associated with fornication is crowded with people covered with festering sores, venereal disease's most visible symptom.
If Beecher's house of hell took the form of a city, Riis's underworld city was designed as a house. Like Beecher, Riis breaks New York down by its preexisting wards, repeatedly drawing attention to existing spatial divisions, including "Hell's Kitchen," "The Bowery," "Hell's Basement," and the "Homestead." Similar to Beecher's five wards depicting the phases of a child's moral decline, Riis's wards accrue social meaning identified with the particular ethnic populations inhabiting them. While using contemporary racial constructions, he frames the space not so much to codify putative ethnographic stereotypes as to push his audience to question them, a strategy that would intensify over the course of his career. As Riis himself increasingly broke down ethnic categorizations in his own mind, he also provided his audience with a firsthand account with which to reevaluate the very suppositions that had guided his early work. By stratifying the urban occupants into the separate floors of a house, from the parlor's social elite down to the "social cellar's" desperately poor, reformers like Riis used the architectural frame to help their readers not only to see the topography of urban poverty and racial and class hierarchies but also to question and overturn these hierarchies by mapping the inverse relation between earthly success and spiritual redemption.39 It was a relation that gave teeth to the disquieting biblical and homiletic edicts: "the first shall be last and the last shall be first," and "the poor shall inherit the kingdom of heaven." In this context, Riis inoculated his audience against the irrational fears of tenement visitation. The continual influx of immigrants, Riis wrote in The Children of the Poor-his 1892 sequel to How the Other Haf Lives-"forces layer after layer of this population up to make room for the new crowds coming in at the bottom, and thus a circulation is kept up that does more than any sanitary law to render the slums harmless to the outside" (126). By dividing the city into "stories," and allowing the viewing-auditor to see humanity from multiple angles, Riis rescued his audience from their own social limitations. The allegory's architectural frame and Riis's hauntingly emblematic and holographic slides produced intimations that the sensible world-space itself-merely veiled eternal dimensions. Rather than externalizing perspective, the kind of sociospiritual "cubism" that the virtual tour offered encouraged viewing-auditors to see social evaluation, judgment, empirical data-even sense-based epistemology-as a flattening out or "materializing" of reality's double dimension.
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The Interactive Text Riis's virtual-tour narrative aimed to do more than introduce middleclass audiences to human misery from a safe vantage: it sought to motivate their active engagement with urban social problems. In doing so, it joined the Social Gospel to contend with two prevailing social ideologies of noninterference, one religious and one secular. In the former, a strain of salvation through grace, for which social standing was a portent, resigned the impoverished to their own fallen nature and God's inscrutable design to justify social indolence in the presence of need-a theological hand-washing that William James shamed as the Christian's "moral holiday."40 In the latter, liberal Spencerians attached capitalism's "free market" mechanism to the theory of social evolution to advance an ideology of "laissezfaire" determinism, in which society, like nature, evolved through an undisturbed cycle of natural regulation and selection. In this view, success, failure, struggle, death, and renewal were the touted engines of social progress.
By the time Riis began his presentations, the homiletic had fused with reform to advocate individuals' capacity to effect change, and to reverse the social entropy and political torpor produced by providential and scientific fatalism. Beecher's drama illuminates clearly the transition in Protestant pedagogy from an emphasis on social charity toward a new aesthetics of immediacy designed to stimulate active engagement with social problems. If freeing a fugitive slave were his only concern, Beecher simply had to request money discreetly from his wealthiest patrons, or to take a collection from a congregation known for charity. Instead, Beecher sought not just to fix a problem, but to immerse his audience in the personal trauma of a larger social ill-to connect his congregants to another's suffering, their agency to social relief. He believed that once his parishioners personally encountered human pain they would be transformed from social observers to activists. In the idiom of his homiletic pedagogy, Beecher was teaching his congregation not only to fish, but to be fishers of men.
Riis joined Beecher in using the pulpit and lectern for sociopolitical reform. 
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In the homiletic, the visual attributes of verbal illustration specified the process between "imagination and memory" by which the external world became a "medium of access" to the spiritual's hidden meaning. The chiliastic enthusiasm attached to the terminus of both century and millennium and the syncretism of what Louis Menand has called an age in which "psychic phenomenon, religious belief, and science" (Metaphysical Club, 90) were inextricably entwined made the 1890s an auspicious time for spiritualism. As Robert Taft demonstrated in Photography and the American Scene (1938), the camera had been associated with the occult since its invention. The ability to capture images, the daguerreotype's hologrammatic quality, the ghosting patterns produced by movement during exposure, and the palimpsestic depth and nuances of photographic chiaroscuro together supported claims about the camera's ability to register spiritual presences invisible to the naked eye. In Reading American Photography, Alan Trachtenberg traces the late-nineteenth-century perception that the camera could capture authentic essences, that it sees beneath the subject's mask, beneath the assumptions and prejudices that we impose on others.54 Unlike the human mind, the camera was not, Riis believed, temporally and spatially conditioned; it was not which, in the name of scientific objectivity, exhibits such images as the indigent stripped naked in baths or awaiting examination, or photographs of fouled tenement apartments.59 To do so would be to ground his viewing-auditors in the sensible world-in the copiousness of sensual, rather than spiritual, detail. Against Abbott's admonition, it would be to invite "pleasure in novelty and strangeness," to which photography was already susceptible. Through sentimental ghosting Riis redirects his audience's gaze inward upon an erstwhile invisible truth. Riis's strategy of sentimental ghosting was inspired by a homiletic convention that embedded irony within sentimentalism to produce a discordant jolt resulting from the friction between two familiarly paired representations, in which one representation has been slightly skewed or shifted. Beecher's sermon offers several instances of this ironic sentimentalism. In the Third Ward, for example, an adolescent girl, dressed in rags and covered in festering sores, "cries out to her sweet and virtuous mother," who, Beecher tell us, has but lately been translated into a "glorious angel." Viewed against the popular conception of the mother as "angel of the hearth" and spiritual guardian of her young, the child's moral condition is the more surprising. But the narrative holds still another twist. In contrast to the youth's eternal suffering emerges the irony of a mother whose salvation has been occasioned 152 REPRESENTATIONS by her death from a grief brought about by knowledge of her child's damnation. As with the photographs above, Riis continually ironizes the sentimental tropes of motherhood, the earthly legislator of divine law. In "A Home Nurse" (fig. 3) , for example, he inverts the trope of mothers nursing dying children. Here the baby nurses a dying mother. Who then, the photograph implies, will guide, guard, and cherish the child?
In these various ways, Riis restages or inverts romantic tropes, appealing to an incongruity of image and language to alienate his audience from the comforting stasis of a prescripted sentimentalism. "Street Arabs in Night Quarters" (fig. 4) Halttunen observes that the city-as-mystery genre borrowed the "spatial sensibility" of the eighteenth-century gothic novel, in which heroines navigated underground vaults and labyrinthine corridors while preserving their virtue and lives to escape licentious clerics, monstrous stepfathers, and assassins. I argue that the seventeenth-century Calvinist sermon tradition presupposed this use of spatial sensibility, initially drawing on the architectural metaphors in the Book of Proverbs. Halttunen points out that both the perspective and purpose of the city-as-mystery merge in the genre's celebration of its "Asmodean privilege." A puckish demon, Asmodeus's particular pleasure was to lift the roofs off buildings in order to peer down upon the exposed wickedness of the occupants within. In both its authorial function and readerly perspective, the city-as-mystery genre's sensationalist and didactic nature paralleled the virtual-tour narrative's design, but sharply contrasted in its purpose. City-as-mystery narratives presented not the structured allegory of religious homiletics, but rather, an aimless secular allegorical form that gave free play to readers' imaginative and associative capabilities. Like its late-nineteenth-century descendent, the "class-transvestite narratives" of Crane, London, andJosiah Flynt, in which narrators dress down to pass as poor or working class in order to report ventures among the "lowest strata" of humanity, the city-as-mystery genre exploited the prurient appetites of readers who sought voyeuristic titillation. Its literary structure, allowing readers to gaze down upon the wickedness secreted within urban slums, belonged to a prophylactic pedagogy that, like the homiletic, emerged from the early Calvinist sermons, but that, unlike the homiletic, distanced readers from the objects of their gaze. For an excellent treatment of class transvestism, see Schocket,
